Matβlas
The specialist pricing consultants

Actuarial coaching programme for
insurance and reinsurance companies
It is a fact that successful people have coaches.
Coaches educate, empower, advise, support and
create accountability.
Does your team have a coach?
Our actuarial coaching programme is an ideal
alternative to traditional consultancy because we
lead your team to get projects completed
equipping them with the skills and knowledge required for the task at hand, including how to
communicate results outside the actuarial team.
The top three reasons actuarial teams enjoy our coaching programme are:
1) Regular access to an experienced pricing actuary who provides technical coaching, a wider
perspective of the market and guidance on challenging issues.
2) Teams develop in-house skills and retain intellectual capital; this increases job satisfaction,
motivation and staff retention.
3) Additional resources during peak pricing season for analyses and peer reviews from an
actuary that is already familiar with the team and the business.
With our coaching programme Chief
Actuaries and Actuarial Managers have the
peace of mind that their teams are
technically supported throughout the year
with access to a trusted coach to run things
by, to ask questions and to discuss and
implement ideas.
We also have a proven record coaching and
motivating actuarial students to be more
efficient with their study time and achieve a
better balance between work and exams.
For a reasonable pre-agreed monthly fee our actuarial coaching programme offers a number of
benefits:
Telephone, e-mail
and face to face
consultation.

Scheduled
regular on-site
visits to discuss
progress and set
weekly targets.

Technical training
sessions on
general topics
and current
issues. CPD
credits available.

24/7 access to
online technical
courses and
competitive
consultancy rates
for projects.

The investment? The membership fee starts at £1,925+VAT per calendar month and can be
tailored to meet the specific requirements of your team.
To find out more, please get in touch by e-mail at info@matblas.com or call us at 020 7510 9690
to arrange a no obligation consultation. Terms and conditions apply.
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